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Smell Legend

- **Animate** [x6]
  - (e.g. dog poop, cat litter, barking)
- **Cleaning** [x10]
  - (e.g. soapy water, cleaning fluid, mop)
- **Coffee** [x14]
  - (e.g. roasted, frothy, branded, pretentious)
- **Complex** [x24]
  - (e.g. particle board & Halal food, smoke & rainwater)
- **Emissions** [x15]
  - (e.g. idling trucks, moving cars, exhaust)
- **Food/drink** [x67]
  - (e.g. fruit, stale candy, street cart, bagel café, bakery)
- **Humans** [x9]
  - (e.g. beggar, homeless guy, gym people)
- **Nature** [x55]
  - (e.g. earth, rain, pine, lavender, lonely flowers, tree pit)
- **Non-food** [x6]
  - (e.g. pharmacy, phone booth, cardboard, leather, metal coins)
- **Smokes** [x11]
  - (e.g. cigarettes, cigars, pipes, people smoking)
- **Synthetic fragrance** [x24]
  - (e.g. cologne, floral, musky perfume, barber shop)
- **Subway** [x9]
  - (e.g. tracks, vents, exhaust, hot air, a train rode by)
- **Waste** [x39]
  - (e.g. wet garbage bins, trash can, sewage, poop)

**Smell Intensity Scale**

From 1 through to 7
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